STORM 5 PRO Quadcolor
44x10 W RGBW IP65 Floodlight
Also available in W-DMX version.
STORM 5 PRO Quadcolor
44x10 W RGBW IP65 Floodlight

This RGBW LED wash light in its beautiful and slim design is ideal for applications where a maximum of light intensity is desired - in live shows, in television, theater, trade shows, fashion shows or architectural applications.

The Storm 5 includes 44 pieces of high power LEDs, each with 10W and a LED lifetime of over 50,000 hours, at an efficiency of 60lm / W and flickerfree operation (2000Hz scan rate). Available beam angles are 25 and 35 degrees.

In addition to a wide range of saturated colors provides the Storm 5 through its RGBW LED combination the full range of pastel shades and brilliant white light in a specific lighting condition with unique brightness.

The Storm 5 is characterized by its IP65 protection class full outdoor capable. An indoor version with protection class IP20 is also available.

TECHNICAL DATA
» Easy multi fixture hanging system
» More than 50,000 hours for the LED light source
» 1/3/4/5/10/14/15 DMX channels
» 16 Bit Dimmer
» DMX Mode / Master-slave mode
» Diecasting heatsink, with low noise fans
» With temperature sensor to extend the LED life
» 2000 Hz LED scan rate
» Neutrik Powercon IP65 and XLR IP65 connectors
» also available with wireless DMX

44 pcs RGBW 4in1 LED, no ultraviolet radiation
12.000 lm  20° or 35°
AC 100-240V 50/60Hz 260W  IP20 or IP65
490 x 285 x 105 mm  9 kg